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Ultra All-Inclusive Philosophy 

What is like staying at Euphoria Resort Hotel? Imagine entering a room each morning and 

being greeted by people who genuinely care about you, and who want to see you smiley, 

satisfied and serene. 

 Imagine walking through lush gardens and feel the breeze from the sea. Letting the drinks 

put a spell on you. Living the Greek – wellbeing – lifestyle. Tanning, laughing and 

celebrating without worrying about anything.  

This is what Ultra-All-Inclusive means. Experience & Services, all in Euphoria. 

Let’s see together what exactly is included 

 

 

The Ultra All-Inclusive Side Of Life 

We understand your needs because we are travellers ourselves, committed to upgrading 

your level of experience. We’re a hotel built on the belief that travelling should be just as 

rewarding as it is enriching, this is why we chose to provide you with Ultra All-Inclusive 

services.  

Starting from the accommodation, the restaurants, the bars, the indoor heated pool along 

with the wet areas in Harmonia Spa to the activities, the tennis lessons, the waterpark, and 

the children facilities, the entertainment and an exclusive app are free to use for Euphoria’s 

guests.  

Additionally, all the towels and the equipment you might need are also free to purchase as 

well as the room service and the access to our beach. 
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Euphoric and Safe Protocol 

While assuring our guests’ fulfilling experience and memories of joy, Euphoria Resort 

introduce the #Euphoric & Safe Protocol, an integrated Health and Safety Plan 

encompassing all measures and procedures across hotel departments during the COVID-

19 pandemic.  

The Euphoric & Safe Protocol complies with the World Health Organization and the Greek 

Government health authorities. 

 Additionally, Euphoria Resort will be certified with “CoVid-Shield”, a Certification Scheme 

developed by TÜV AUSTRIA, focusing on measures and appropriate procedures to prevent 

exposure and the spread of COVID-19 through reliable science. 
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The Greek Wellbeing On Your Plate 

Your culinary journey at Euphoria Resort starts with a  gastronomical experience and no 

additional cost. 

Symposium Restaurant 
The resort's principal restaurant is located at the main building overlooking the sea.. Every 
table features a stunning view to the resort thanks to its amphitheatric structure, making 
meals a treasured moment, serving a rich buffet breakfast with Mediterranean and local 
tastes daily.  
Moreover, an International, Greek & Cretan cuisine on a great buffet selection served from 
our staff for starters, salads, desserts and day specials, including vegetarian options for the 
main course are also available for lunch and dinner. 
 
Symposium Restaurant: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner - staff served buffet style.  
(Healthy corner available) 
Cuisine: International  

Beverages: Unlimited (wine, water, beer, soft drinks) 

Dress code: Smart Casual (shorts, flip flops, no sleeve shirts are not allowed for dinner) 

 

Operating Hours: 

Early breakfast 05:00 until 07:30 (continental breakfast)  

Breakfast 07:30 until 10:30 

Late Breakfast 10:30 until 11:00 (continental breakfast) 

Lunch 12:30 until 15:30 

Dinner 18:30 until 21:30 
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Chef’s Grill Restaurant 
Chefs grill restaurant combines the greatest view of the hotel at the Cretan sea together 

with high quality meats. Simply grilled preparations accompanied with fresh local 

ingredients. 

Grill Restaurant: Dinner only. A la carte style (kids menu available) 

Cuisine: Steak – Grill 

Beverages: Unlimited (wine, water, beer, soft drinks) 

Dress code: Smart Casual (shorts, flip flops, no sleeve shirts are not allowed for dinner) 

Reservations: Guests are allowed to dine once per week. Reservation is required 

Operating Hours: 

Dinner – 18:30 until 22:30 last order 

 

 

“Il Piatto” Italian Casual Eatery  

Enrich your day with delicious snacks made with local ingredients. A tasty break to keep 

your energy high in every single day of your vacation. 

 

Piatto Restaurant: Lunch only. Staff served Buffet style  

Cuisine: Casual Italian 

Beverages: Unlimited (wine, water, beer, soft drinks) 

Operating Hours: 

Lunch – 13:00 until 17:30 

 

Souvlucky Snack Point 

Located in the Water Land area Souvlucky is there to instantly relief your hunger , serving 

waffles with various toppings, soft ice cream and of course “Gyros Souvlaki”.   

Cuisine: Waffles, Gyros, soft ice cream 

Beverages: Unlimited (water, beer, soft drinks) 
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Pool Vitamin Bar 

A vitamin bar located at the main pool of the resort serving fresh fruit or vegetable juice 

along with refreshments and beer ,are there to make the lounging at the huge main pool a 

tasty experience. 

Operating Hours: 

From  11:00 until 18:00 

 

Crystal Holidays 

Danny Meyer said: “A cocktail done right can really show your guests that you care.” And 

because we care, we give a playful taste to your holidays with a vast range of cocktails, 

beverages, smoothies, coffees, and refreshments. You will also have an exceptional wine 

and drinks list to choose with no additional cost. 

Lounge Bar 
Overlooking the pool, with exceptional views of the Resort and the sea is Lounge Bar, the 
resorts principal bar. A relaxing and contemporary lounge with refreshing cocktails and a 
variety of hot and cold beverages throughout the day. 
 

Beverages: Unlimited (wine, water, national & international spirits, cocktails, beer, soft drinks) 

Operating Hours: 

Lunch – 17:00 until 00:30 

 

Pool Club 
Pool club is located in the middle of one of the biggest pools in Greece. With a 360 view of 

the resort and the sea, sun loungers and gazebos spread in perfect harmony in the 

surrounding area and individual bars inside the water, is the ultimate spot for an all-day 

relaxation. 

 

Pool Club: All day pool bar 

Beverages: Unlimited (wine, water, national & international spirits, cocktails, beer, soft drinks) 

Operating Hours: 

From 10:00 until 23:00  
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Stay Active Even On Your Holidays 

In Euphoria Resort staying active means fun, amusement, improvement, and balance. For 

us, the Greek wellbeing is all about a healthy lifestyle even on holidays. This is why you have 

many activities to choose from and different places to live your fitness experience. 

 From yoga, Pilates, aqua fit, beach running & stretching ,Hiking and Biking you can fill your 

day while exercising and playing.  

You can also take advantage of our gym, its fitness programs such as TRX, Schwinn 

Spinning and its open space with Matrix equipment. All these services are free of charge for 

all of our guests upon reservation. 

A Happy Family 

Do you wonder what your family can do in Euphoria Resort? 

First of all, we created a specially designed area, supervised by trained personnel and it 

isn’t other than our waterpark! It consists of 4 top-of-the-range fast water slides for children 

taller than 3.9 feet, an Aqua Tower for smaller kids in which the closed tubes have a 

minimum height of 3.3 feet and the open tubes are available for every age with parental 

supervision.  

Our waterpark fulfils all safety measures and it is supervised by professional and trained 

personnel. 
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Kids World  

The kids’ Activities in Euphoria Resort are separated in 3 age groups with different 

activities in different areas of the building.  

 

Children are amused with a variety of outside activities in a creative way with the 
supervision of experienced teachers so that parents can share time together enjoying 
private moments of relaxation and wellbeing. 
 

Age: two different age groups 4-8 years old and 8-12 years old 
Opening days: 6 days a week closed on Sundays.  
 
 

 
 

Teenagers are entertained with the supervision of experienced staff and are having fun with 
outside activities and games. 
 
Age: 12+ 
Opening Days: 6 days a week closed on Sundays.  
 

 

 

 

  


